LEARNING FOUNDATION 1: District Systems

Goal 1.1 - Vision 2025
Ensure staff are motivated and inspired professionals by recruiting, hiring and retaining high quality staff that match our values, mission and vision through clear detailed human resource processes that are consistent district wide. *(District and Building Level)*

Goal 1.2 - Vision 2025
We will be vigilant in assessing security and safety risk for students, staff and community on school property in order to provide a safe and welcoming environment for all. *(District Level and Building Level)*

LEARNING FOUNDATION 2: Supportive Learning Environment

Goal 2.1 - Vision 2025
Students and staff respect, appreciate, and celebrate ethnic and cultural differences in individuals and groups. Children learn to self-manage, understand different perspectives, relate effectively with others, and make sound choices about personal and social decisions. *(District and Building Level)*

Goal 2.2 - Vision 2025
We hold all students to high standards of academic performance and conduct, supporting a culture of academic excellence and citizenship and student physical and social emotional wellness. *(District and Building Level)*

LEARNING FOUNDATION 3: Educational Equity and Excellence

Goal 3.3 - Vision 2025
Each curriculum is closely aligned with state standards, vertically aligned by grade level, relevant, reflects student needs, and includes engaging strategies for the learner in order to educate and empower all students. *(District and Building Level)*

LEARNING FOUNDATION 4: Family and Community Engagement

Goal 4.1 - Vision 2025
Our schools and classrooms are accessible and genuinely welcoming to parents, families and the community. Our community, its schools, and all stakeholders establish and maintain strong cooperative, collaborative relationships. *(District and Building Level)*